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Pavilion 1

“Descent into the Earth”



“The Slide”

Pavilion 1



Pavilion 1
I liked the finished quality of the deck and how it flowed into a 
seating arrangement and table.

Wonderful gesture of transition from site to pavilion, 
only if the transition from construction to completeness 
was as elegant.

Beautifully made, buttery feel and smell of new high quality wood.  Strong juxtaposition of enclosed, intimate table-
space with open view of the river.  Mixed messages about entry and use.  Table appeared to be a dock or walkway 
leading the arriving visitor to the river, but it wasn't...

Good orientation and stepping down flow, profiles may be somehow 
too small and set-up of table and benches somehow strict and limiting 
for those eating  

The project displayed a skeletal elegance inspired by an 
interpretation of boat building techniques.



Pavilion 1
Interesting “fluid transformation” concept. But: Think 
ergonomics.
Access to the pavilion more fun for penguins (or kids) than 
grown up people though.  Sitting arrangement tight and 
confining. Good for a rollercoaster car but not for a 
sophisticated dinner reception. 
This pavilion had a very nice and simple “idea” of creating a space that engaged the site 
physically and attempted to engage it metaphorically.  Though the intent was to create an 
space that was supposed to feel as if you were going into the ground did not come off as 
successfully as they may have wanted, the pavilion did create an environment that re-engaged 
the natural “site-ings” of the shore line and the river; creating a space that began to poetically 
isolate us from the road.  
Now there were a couple issues:

The relationship between making, preparing and serving the food with the pavilion itself and its 
occupants was non-existent.  Though the students did mention that it was not considered as 
part of their strategy – this was certainly a lost opportunity that could have (or would have more 
likely) encouraged a re-assessment of the pavilion’s detailing, lighting and ultimate use.  
Unfortunately both of these issues were not stronger in the key aspects of the pavilion, ie: the 
folding table.  Aside from this, the pavilion created an intimate space that encouraged dialogue 
and an acknowledgement of people sitting at a meal.



Pavilion 1
Lighting minimal but ok.  Not a feature of the evening.

The structure appeared to be solid however the road side of the seating was made to 
curve up to meet the deck at the higher level and this curved section was quite 
flimsy.  At one stage of the evening someone visiting the group attempted to walk 
down this section and was quickly stopped.  If they had stepped on the curved 
section of the seat it would have collapsed.  This was a problem as it appeared that it 
had been designed to be walked on.  

Detailing was basic.  There was extensive and very visible use of 
screws.  Was it necessary to cut the plywood into thin strips that 
each needed to be screw fixed instead of leaving it in larger pieces 
that only need minimal fixing?  

The food was prepared off-site and served by an invisible slave hidden from 
sight behind a canvas screen.  The food was handed to a member of the group 
who stood at the river end of the table thus obscuring our view of the river 
during the beginning of the meal as the sun was setting, which was probably 
rather beautiful.  We will never know.  



Pavilion 2

“Sailing Masts”



Pavilion 2

“Fans”



Pavilion 2
Very nicely detailed pavilion….  The use of the screens as both walls and 
lighting features worked well, though had difficulty seeing the point of 
overlapping the panels themselves….was it part of a procession? Anyways… 
craft was well thought out.

Moveable sails that incline to center is a nice idea, execution not fully fascinating as sails and 
benches give a rather heavy sensation

The pavilion felt very lean. This is good for a warm and clear evening. My 
perception would have been different had it been raining. (Remnants of two 
years ago)

More than first meets the eye.  Fold up, fold down details to transform the space as 
the meal evolved.  From full openness before, to enclosure during the meal.  
Interesting juxtaposition of barn board table with crafted wood mechanism for the 
enclosure.

A subtle and clear design with manic obsessive details. The grill was 
clever in shape but dysfunctional for cooking (more arms were 
roasted than skewers). The organization and scale of the social space 
was effective, and the off-centered hearth held the group together.



Pavilion 2
Pavilion 2 successfully took advantage of the slope and the overall site, and 
worked with the grade to create a secluded dining experience.   There was a 
clear demarcation of the route into the pavilion, views were orientated 
towards the river and there was overall cohesiveness to the design.  The 
dining experience would have been interesting with the pavilion enclosing 
the participants prior to the commencement of the meal.  The integration of 
the fire pit, and the warmth radiating through out the evening also enhanced 
the experience as they were one of the few groups which had created a 
source of warmth while dining.    

Very intricate and clever detailing and construction but so much effort 
resulted in only limited transformation of space. Seating good for a while 
only, not longer periods because of lack of support at the back. Could go 
much further given the ingenuity of the makers. Liked the lighting 
strategy.

The seats were surprisingly comfortable.

A delightful and whimsical structure perhaps over 
designed in relation to the mechanical folding structure.



Pavilion 3

“Transformer Pier”



Pavilion 3

“Suspended”



Pavilion 3
A courageous approach, reversing the traditional strategy of building from the 
ground up; as an investigation of traditional post and beam systems, the project 
engaged the scale and complexities of wood building more than many other 
pavilions.

Delightful exploration of the theme of suspension.  Taking the 
cable, metal  mesh, and concrete stability of the pylon and making 
the pavilion grow from these observations was intelligent and 
imaginative.

Delightfully straightforward and perfect response to site conditions. Congruous 
and intelligent detailing throughout.  Original too! Captured Genus Loci and the 
essence of gathering - even without a solid roof enclosure and a clear entrance 
strategy.

The pavilion was wonderfully detailed and intimate, with the ability for the canopy to 
close as quickly as a Venus flytrap, or a morning glory in the sunset.



Pavilion 3

Great response to site under ‘Seilbahn’ with hanging table including 
execution of detail, beautiful interpretation of the two different joints 
where cables carry the table.

One of the best

I really appreciated Pavilion 3 (adjacent to the concrete pillar) for it's 
architectural treatment of the table and overall structure.  The students talked 
about the contrast between nature, the wood portion of the structure, with the 
man-made, steel elements.  I thought it was more of a balance of wood and 
steel, and how the two materials complimented each other.  The wood, as a 
structural element, blended seamlessly with the steel, and I actually had to stop 
and think about the wood being a natural element.

Gritty urban design that developed a particularly strong relationship with the 
existing concrete structure.  Tectonically very well thought out…



Pavilion 4

“Schism”



Pavilion 4

“Leaning Walls”



Pavilion 4
Lot’s of ideas, maybe too many which did not allow this pavilion to express a 
clear idea.  The lighting of the one wall (at night) worked nicely from one side, 
but as a form did not work with its opposite wall and especially the ceiling 
canopy.

The aircraft wire, invisible on the non-entrance side once the sun set, almost sliced 
my head off. Nicely lit on the entrance side though.

A very direct response to the sound and sight of the river at the fault line.   Even 
the menu inspired by the rough and smooth of the water.  Use of tensile structure 
gave the pavilion an appropriate sense of temporariness and lightness.  Entry was 
well considered to give the visitor the experience of the water but was not laid out 
to be the natural way in, so guests had to be shepherded out and back in the right 
way.

More thoughts about facture and less about fracture required.  Dangerous guy wires even with 
lighting.  Your practice will need good insurance!

The skewed table parts reinforced each other and created stability… not 
the case with the skewed walls… this would have been interesting and 
perhaps would have led to some thoughts about entering the “fracture” 
to discover the centre/gap…



Pavilion 4

Strong concept, including access strategy but design development and 
execution appeared lacking passion and conviction. Also in coordination. 

Nice pieces: pure detailing of lighting fixtures, good grill and its placement, 
charming wall with branches and smart benches. 

Pavilion too large in area, 
Lighting not strategic and too bright for the occasion. 

Unfolding V-shape is a very nice concept, the white plastic sails and the 
cutting of the branches to fit into the frames is less convincing, table 
notably unstable.



Pavilion 5

“Cirque du Soleil”  (“Big Top”)



Pavilion 5

“Steam Trough”



Pavilion 5

The table and presentation of food was a magic show of 
entertainment and surprise, however canopy was like a 
wet paper bag; hanging on and sticking out.  Attention to 
detail is a must.

Certain parts of the pavilion was nicely detailed, but use of lighting seemed to be non-existent 
from what I remember.  The use of “Canadian Tire” Tent tie downs for the canopy (though gave 
stability) did not allow for other possibilities in “tie-ing” the screen to the space.

Two sets of thinking at work.  Great sail.  A very brave, some might say 
foolhardy, cooking technique.  Even hardened chefs try out their dishes before 
service.



Pavilion 5

Strong sense of enclosure, like a tent camped in the woods.  Concealment aroused 
curiousity and looking in through windows screened by aromatic jute.  Effective 
material combinations, for example, very light steel for the dinner table seating, 
contrasted with barky logs supporting bench seats.

Fun, cozy atmosphere. Simple but rigorous detailing of the 
enclosure. Awkward entrance, too close to the water edge 
and not signaled from the approach. Canopy far too low…. 
Maybe not quite a ‘Pavilion’ but a fun enclosure to be in and 
to leave with a free Afro…

Two schemes in one… 2 TEAMS?
An excellent understanding of tensile structure with custom 
connections but incongruous with the framed wall structure; hard 
to tell which came first, the FRAMING crew or the 
ROOFING crew…



Pavilion 6

“Canvas Hut”



Pavilion 6

“Room with a View”



Pavilion 6
Big circle well dimensioned for groups larger than just the invited dinner  guests 
made this a favourite after supper.  The fire also helped.  Especially after dark 
seemed elemental and unfussy.  Circle, opening, fire.

The way the space was connected to the rocks, trees and water by using the enclosure 
and beautifully patina-ed wood decks was magical. Something was missing from the 
center.

Very nice space.  Though the BBQ / Fire feature was beautifully 
developed, may have related more naturally to the very circular form of 
the pavilion.  Not to say that these two distinct forms could not work, 
but could have threshold each other more.  Maybe this was done 
through the act of dining itself – I don’t know.

Wonderful details upon closer inspection turned out to be Cubic Zirconia - fake 
Diamonds.  Overall detail, materials, completeness and presentation of space were very 
well done.

Good interplay between circle, hearth, entrance and opening towards river, 
beautiful choice of wood for decks and benches, beautiful interpretation of 
hearth and slate surface on “bar”.



Pavilion 6
I like the half round, which made use of the water fall view directly in 
front. A very cozy installation. Judicious choice of using weathered board 
to accentuate the water effect. I like to be enclosed when I have supper 
and it’s dark outside. The pavilion gave me that warm feeling. Smart to 
block the bridge view! The food was great! Keeping in the theme of 
water, we had smoked trout. I dreaded it because I’m not a “fish guy”, 
and trout typically has a strong taste, but after I had it, I realized that 
I could have had more, but there were other people to feed… Great 
hosts!

Very appropriate for the setting: portable, light, stretched canvas concept. Good 
geometry, but with an aching void in the centre of sitting arrangement. Nice fire pit but 
in a wrong location (should be moved to the void in the centre).

Beautiful setting, well considered views. 

One could easily rearrange good individual pieces to make the ensemble much 
better.



Pavilion 6
One of the best.

Beautiful pavilion and fire, pity about the other bits!  Took advantage of a great 
site and revealed it in a really interesting way especially the acoustics of the 
rapids which also worked after dark.  



Pavilion 7

“Waterworks”



Pavilion 7

a.k.a.: “Poseidon Adventure meets NASCAR”



Pavilion 7
Nice table….water movement maybe a bit much…but integrates the focus of 
the idea through serving and “presenting” the food.  Table is obviously well built 
to pull it off. Seating, screens and canopy did not muster the same attention.

The table and presentation of food was arcade like in entertainment.

I was drawn by the water table. It’s quite an ingenious way to share various 
dishes.
Water table.  A delightful invention, inviting participation, a shared event.

The food was simply wonderful, we really enjoyed the entertainment of 
watching our food finding its way to us on the wooden disks... it was fun to 
watch which dishes were faster than the others... clearly great consideration 
was given to the ritual process of food; after the food was consumed, the dirty 
dishes were sent away and disappeared via a metal track system. Although 
very entertaining and engaging, the water system and food preparation 
requirements needed constant supervision, and we wished our 2 talented and 
diligent chefs could have spent more time at the table dining with us...



Pavilion 7
I liked the integration of the trees within the overall pavilion, with the screens 
reinforcing the delineation between the roadway and the dining table.  The other 
major element was the water within the table, and the connection between the 
river and the table.  The food appeared balanced, with one dish from the sea, 
complimented with one dish from the land.  There was a simplicity and clarity to 
the design that carried through the meal.  There was an intuitive entry point to the 
pavilion and the relatively flat land provided great opportunity to have move 
within and around the pavilion.

The negative comment would be that the orientation of the table was 
such that only one side of the table experienced the river, with four 
people facing towards the roadway.  If the orientation was adjusted, 
there may have been greater connection to the river.  This is balanced 
with the fact that the table was orientated under the trees to provide 
shelter.

Fun water table, also working well as a central piece creating a strong 
sense of gathering. Construction of the piece too solid, out of context 
looking for the transient setting on the lawn.  And where is the rest of 
the pavilion?



Pavilion 7
The interaction between the lighting placed in the water and the 
fabric above created almost hypnotic patterns of light dancing above 
our heads… The sophistication of the meal contrasted the roughness 
of the construction-grade plywood and concrete re-bar…

The seating, although not uncomfortable, was rudimentary, and seems not to have been 
developed as a primary design concern… The connection between the steel rods and the 
existing trees, that of metal wire looped around the branch, seemed improvised…

A delightful and playful idea that was not well resolved particularly in relation to the 
detailing and finishing of timber.  Looked too DIY.  Did not have an architectural 
presence. Also very lucky with the weather!

The material of wood was used extensively to fabricate the main counter system 
and eating area, and seating; the simple box-like construction technique, which 
certainly facilitated the construction process, was probably very restrictive in 
terms of allowing students to learn about wood construction. 

Nice idea (or quote?) for water table, very careful and competent execution, 
choice of wood lacks a bit evocational power, more of a table and less of a 
pavilion in my eyes.



Pavilion 8

“Take the O-train”



Pavilion 8

“One Flew under the Railroad Bridge”



Pavilion 8
Multiple enclosure - table a room within a room - all in the space under the 
bridge, plus the structured display of food, bottles, menu as graffitti, lights...gave 
spatial definition which rose to the challenge presented by the bridge looming 
over.

Great Table…and seclusion of space through the walls creates an environment that is 
poetically revealed in a location that would normally never muster such an event.

Detailing in the table (slide-ability of trays) is beautifully executed. The use of 
salvaged wood to create the screens works naturally with the bridge pillars and 
helps in contrast to the fine detailing of the table.  My only contention is with the 
ABS piping…too easy.

Wonderfully simplistic construction lit up like fireflies dancing in the 
night.  Enjoyed the play of table materials with that of existing site 
conditions (O-train bridge).



Pavilion 8
Loved the response to the site, concept, excellent use of materials and 
detailing. Created a great atmosphere. Comfortable table and benches with fun 
and clever detailing were a conscious extension of the design concept. All built 
at a surprisingly low cost.

Lighting (never select blue light hues for dining!) and its malfunctioning took away 
from making it completely perfect. 
A beautiful, well-resolved table and seating area. The plastic pipes used as 
beams and columns for the roof were less successful in this prominent location 
than when they are threading the wood together. The red fabric roof was very 
successful.

I appreciate the difficulty of building something cozy under an old steel 
bridge. It would have been nice to see some kind of lit canopy over the 
pavilion to block the bridge above and possibly block the dust and rust 
specks from falling into the food! I liked the long pavilion entrance.
Good reaction to site regarding the recycled wood and the black tubes 
which of course should better not have been plastic, I didn’t like the red 
juice plastic bottles.



Pavilion 8

Brave siting decision. A bit hard to understand the thinking 
behind the construction.  The timber appeared not to have 
been transformed much from its found/salvaged condition.

Lovely canopy… especially later in the evening when the light turned it to 
neon… at first I thought it was a piece  of the O-train breaking loose overhead



Pavilion 9

“Copper Wall”



Pavilion 9

“paper lanterns”



Pavilion 9
This conservative post and beam construction made every connection a detail 
to discover, and a joy to look at.

Lighting coming up from the floor was quite special. More of a cocktail lounge than a 
restaurant, the ideal gathering place for a pre-Dinner is Served drink.

Nice classic pavilion. Extensive use of wood. Neat idea to light up the seats but 
I should have asked why they did that. Again, smart for blocking the OC 
Transpo bridge view and keeping open the view of the water and the Bronson 
Bridge.

Nice opening gesture and orientation towards river, copper is always a 
beautiful and seductive material but I am not sure if convincing here or 
ornamental in the bad sense, may be nevertheless.

Great material (copper) and a delightful simple pavilion with a visually strong 
structure.  Seats looked good but not inviting to sit on for a long dinner.  
Interesting lighting.  Good relationship to the river’s edge through proximity and 
lighting.  



Pavilion 9
Many (too many?) materials were used. The atmosphere inside was warm and 
lovely mainly due to the lighting: right level, right hue, right location (low -
although in an unclear ‘landing strip’ pattern), mesmerizing as if from a 
fireplace. 

The copper wall was elegant, rich and ingeniously put 
together. Should have played a more major role. The pavilion 
lacked an entrance (kitchen entrance only?) and a focused 
connection (or a determined lack of it) to the landscape - the 
pegboard wall was a barrier. 

Seating (very nice as a sculptural objects) was only moderately 
comfortable and combined with lack of a table or decent size trays 
for plates/food the concept was not fit for a dinned party, rather a 
catered event, or just a drink and a chat.  
Many right details do not always add to a perfect total. 



Pavilion 9

Glass block, copper, peg board, two by twos...the pavilion took pleasure in the 
assemblage and juxtaposition of materials.  It also was unusual in building a floor so 
it all felt like an interior temporarily deposited at the rivers edge.

One of the best.

Pavilion 9's use of the copper, and wood post and beam construction had 
an incredibly classical appearance from the west side.  During dinner, I 
did look at the adjacent pavilions and this pavilion stood out.  The 
combination of the white wood with the dark copper gave it a sense of 
timelessness and drew my eye.  I understood the concept of the "de-
construction" and having the focus on down river and towards the 
structural element of the bridge.  I would have preferred the use of 
plexi-glass if there was to be a partial wall, or simply one, or perhaps 
two rows of copper.  I found the use of the peg board heavy, and 
distracted from the overall quality of the pavilion. 



Pavilion 10

“The Onion” / “Hershey’s Kiss”



Pavilion 10

“Onion Kiss?”          “Dr. NO”



Pavilion 10
Getting chain link to behave like jello was quite a feat.  The bean bag sofa ring 
and wine tubes kept design consistency. 

Most imaginative (as a scheme) of all the projects.  Executing still seems to be in an 
experiment condition – but seems to be fitting nonetheless.  Though “laid back” 
strategy is attempted also in the serving of the food; the actual food itself came off as 
lazy as apposed to an extension of the greater idea.

Known as the onion, this single layered pavilion was more like a Heresy 
Kiss chocolate.  Wonderfully simple construction technique and food 
presentation made this one of the most enjoyable pavilions to visit.  
Connection details to the tree should have been explored more, and made 
aesthetically pleasing.

The most innovative design so far! Cozy and very comfortable, but a bit 
difficult to get in and out of. Very nice and friendly guys there as well, 
which made it even more inviting! Too bad I didn’t have my cards and 
poker chips!



Pavilion 10
Great and very unique concept, structural translation and exploration 
of material, GREAT…BEAUTIFUL FORM both from the inside and the 
distance, relatively uninspired and weak finish, dinner was an 
extended snack that made me UNHAPPY, shoes look better outside 
than under the food… the dinner event was quite weak

Intriguing simplicity of the idea and very intelligent use of the 
qualities of a common product. Wish IT were refined in detail 
development and that the accompanying elements were brought to 
similar level of ‘ studied funkiness’ to justify such an original take on 
the subject of a dining pavilion. IT remained just ‘funky’. The food 
trays appeared to be a bit awkwardly placed, etc.  Was IT a dining 
pavilion? …

The pleasure dome.  Extremely interesting transformation of material from ugly and 
aggressive to soft and sensuous.  This should have been balanced with another pavilion 
in which you could actually have dinner!  Difficult social space especially for a dinner 
attended by students and faculty.  Food on the ground!?



Pavilion 11

“Corral”



Pavilion 11

“a.k.a Corral”



Pavilion 11
There were good design points to the table and its transformation in the course 
of the evening. 

Pavilion appeared a bit out of scale (too large). The x-crossing of 
diagonals (table pieces, location of fire pits) suggested unclear 
advantages. Enclosure material appeared flimsy, was not convincing as 
did the purpose of the occasional operation of the sliding panels.

I liked the wood slats, which kept it enclosed. It was needed in a high traffic 
area (on the road’s side)… were they necessary on the marsh side?

Pavilion walls, though used for storage of table, came of as a large box.  Paneling came 
of as that, paneling.  The table was nicely detailed, though cannot comment on its 
“functionality”.  The fire “boxes” worked nicely and could have worked as the primary 
lighting features, because lighting through flashlight was weak.

Good idea with two triangles linked by “the missing piece” wood-table-
door, that of course was much too heavy for being a sliding door and in 
relation to very light wall elements.



Pavilion 11
The canopy was incomplete, though minor adaptations could have turned this 
element into a delight.  The use of some materials was questionable (ie. an 
overload of MDF that could have been replaced by other materials).

One could argue that this pavilion was a bit big on size, however, the 
poetic presentation of the table and the dinner soon revealed an 
intimate experience that was the prefect size.  Part of one wall was 
literally disassembled in order to slide into the fragmented table, making 
it complete, to then slide out joining another wall once that course was 
complete was wonderfully entertaining and ensured focus on the meal.  
It was obvious that the site influenced the initial idea, and thus serving 
the food influenced the construction and design of the pavilion.  Eating 
such a wonderful selection of courses (some of which was the best I 
have ever tasted) became a theatrical performance continually 
throughout the night.  

The generative idea seemed to be based on developing a relationship to place by mimicking the 
light effects in the surrounding trees.  Good idea but its translation into a physical structure was 
rather crude.  Over-use of mdf which was not well detailed.  



Pavilion 11

Somehow very conceptual and so far very good but translation less convincing as 
walls looked cheap.

Pavilion 11’s focus on the ash tree and the study of the tree structure translated 
well to the structure.  I appreciated the use of the various types of wood, the 
different applications, and the ability to have the walls move, and the 
breakdown of elements from the wood boards to the recycled paper. I also 
found the common theme of the lemon during the meal to be effective.  The use 
of the same design principle of studying one element, wood for the structure 
and lemon for the menu was a great idea.

I started counting SCREWS… 
I lost track at about 1,376…
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Craft and Detail Design

Site Interaction and Design

Social Interaction

Lighting Design

Seating Design

Document
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Document
Awarded to Pavilion 8 - Over-under; 
for Production value and content

Design Awards



Seating Design
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Seating Design: not awarded

Design Awards



Lighting Design

Design Awards



Lighting Design: not awarded

Note: Every year since its inception, Dinner is Served has consistently awarded a 
special prize for Lighting Design. This award recognizes the use of lighting strategies 
that are innovative, elegant, effective and dramatic; more importantly, it sought to 
commend a lighting approach that reinforced the pavilion’s design concepts. The 2007 
Jury remarked that although new (affordable LED & safe) technologies had been 
introduced to DiS, very few pavilion installations demonstrated an attempt to design 
with light to provide experiential effects beyond the purely functional.
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Design Awards



Social Interaction
Awarded to Pavilion  7 - Water-table

Design Awards



Site Interaction and Design

Design Awards



Site Interaction and Design
Awarded to Pavilion 2 - Sails

Design Awards



Craft and Detail Design

Design Awards



Craft and Detail Design
Awarded to Pavilion 3 - “Suspended”

Design Awards



Congratulations to ALL

Design Awards



Mentions

Best Dressed Team - Pavilion 7 - Watertable

Golden Screw Award - Pavilion 11 - Corral

Silver Screw Award - Pavilion 1 - Boat Slip

People’s Choice Award - Pavilion 10 - Onion


